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ABSTRACT
Objectives: A high soft drink intake may promote,
whereas intake of cheese may reduce risk of
the metabolic syndrome (MetS), but will cheese
intake blunt the soft drink versus MetS
association?
Design: Cross-sectional study.
Setting: The Oslo Health Study.
Participants: Among the 18 770 participants of the
Oslo Health Study there were 5344 men and 6150
women having data on cheese and soft drink intake
and on risk factors for MetS, except for fasting
glucose. The MetSRisk index=the weighted sum of
triglycerides (TG), systolic blood pressure, diastolic
blood pressure, waist circumference and body mass
index (BMI) divided by high-density lipoprotein (HDL)
were used as a combined risk estimate to examine the
cheese/soft drink versus MetS interaction, and the
SumRisk index was used to assess whether increasing
intake of soft drinks/cheese would include an
increasing number of MetS factors being above the
cut-off values. We analysed the data using non-
parametric correlation and analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA).
Results: In all three groups of soft drink intake
(seldom/rarely, 1–6 glasses/week, ≥1 glass/day), there
was a negative cheese versus MetSRisk correlation
(p≤0.003), but in the highest intake group the
influence of cheese seemed to level off, suggesting
interaction. However, there was no interaction between
cheese and soft drinks within the fully adjusted
models. Conversely, at all four levels of cheese intake,
MetSRisk increased with an increasing intake of soft
drinks (p≤0.001 at all cheese levels). Similar
associations were found with the SumRisk index.
When controlling for a large number of covariates (eg,
sex, age group, smoking, education, physical activity,
intake of fruits/berries and vegetables), the above
associations prevailed.
Conclusions: Cheese intake blunted the association
between soft drink intake and MetS, an influence
possibly related to fatty acid desaturation, or to
undetected covariates.

INTRODUCTION
Metabolic syndrome (MetS) is a prediabetic
condition characterised by a cluster of risk
factors, including central obesity, raised
serum glucose levels, triglycerides (TG) and
blood pressure and reduced serum high-
density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol.1

Persons with MetS are at high risk not only
for developing type 2 diabetes (T2D), but
also for coronary heart disease.1

The MetS definition implies cut-off levels
of the various risk factors. However, we would
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▪ High soft drink intake may promote metabolic

syndrome (MetS), a prediabetic condition involv-
ing increased waist circumference, elevated
fasting blood glucose, increased blood pressure
and dyslipidaemia.

▪ There are reports suggesting that cheese intake
may reduce the risk of MetS, a view apparently
not in line with current diet guidelines which rec-
ommend a reduced cheese intake to reduce satu-
rated fat intake.

▪ It is not known whether the association between
soft drink intake and MetS may be counteracted
by increased cheese intake.

Key message
▪ In the cross-sectional Oslo Health Study,

increased intake of cheese seemed to blunt the
association between soft drink intake and MetS,
also when controlling for a large number of
covariates.
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▪ The cheese versus soft drink antagonism upon

the MetS prevailed when controlling for many
covariates.

▪ Cross-sectional data are not suitable for asses-
sing causal relationships.
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expect alterations in the levels of one or more
MetS-related components, preceding the appearance of
complete MetS. We previously hypothesised that such
metabolic alterations might quite possibly be more easily
detected by an index summing up the contribution of
individual MetS factors. Furthermore, we anticipated
that there might also be variation among subjects con-
cerning the extent to which a certain MetS factor, for
example, blood pressure, serum lipids or waist circum-
ference, would be altered before the appearance of
complete MetS. If so, we should expect associations
between dietary factors influencing MetS and the number
of MetS variables being above the threshold value (eg,
serum lipids and blood pressure), and such associations
were recently observed.2 3

Soft drink intake seems to increase the MetS risk.2–6

On the other hand, cheese intake can be positively asso-
ciated with HDL and negatively associated with TG,7 and
with indices estimating the level of several MetS compo-
nents, and also with the complete MetS.3 These findings
raise the question of whether an increased intake of
cheese might counteract the negative association
between soft drinks and MetS. The aim of the present
work was to elucidate this question, using data from the
cross-sectional Oslo Health Study, keeping in mind that
this type of material does not allow clarification of
whether the associations are causal ones.

MATERIALS/SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Main project
In 2000–2001, the Oslo Health Study was conducted
under the joint collaboration of the Norwegian Institute
of Public Health, the University of Oslo and the
Municipality of Oslo. The study population included all
individuals in Oslo County born in 1970, 1960 and 1955,
1940–1941 and 1924–1925. At the time of the data collec-
tion, the subjects were 30, 40, 45, 59–60 or 75–76 years of
age. A total of 18 770 individuals (45.9% of the invited)
participated. The responders consisted of 8404 men
(42.4% of the invited) and 10 366 women (49.3% of the
invited) who attended the physical examination and/or
filled in at least one of the questionnaires. The response
rate did not seem to be related to self-reported health,
smoking, body mass index (BMI) or mental health as the
participants differed only slightly from the estimated
prevalence values in the target population.8

At the screening station, a simple physical examination
was conducted: A venous non-fasting blood sample was
analysed for serum total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol,
glucose and TG. Automatic device (DINAMAP) mea-
sured pulse, systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood
pressures. Body weight, height and waist–hip ratio (cm)
were measured with a standard procedure according to
the protocol. For further details, see: http://www.fhi.
no/hubro-en. The study protocol was placed before the
Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics and
approved by the Norwegian Data Inspectorate. The

study has been conducted in full accordance with the
World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki.

Population sample in the present investigation
This study involved three age groups: 30; 40 and
45 years; and 59–60 years at inclusion. Subjects aged
75–76 years could not be included since they had not
been asked about the intake of colas. It was required
that all the subjects had data on the frequency of cola or
non-cola soft drink intake, on cheese intake and on
serum TG and HDL cholesterol. Of the 18 770 partici-
pants in the complete Oslo Health Study there were
11 494 respondents (5344 men and 6150 women)
having all the required data, and this population sample
was used in the present analyses. The number of subjects
with missing data were 3302 for soft drinks, 3191 for
cheese, 3256 for TG and HDL cholesterol, 3225 for
blood pressure and 3135 for waist circumference.
Questions about intake frequency of food items and

beverages had 6 and 5 response levels, respectively. The
specific question about soft drink intake was: ‘How often
do you usually drink ..?’, with the response alternatives:
seldom/never; 1–6 glasses/week; 1 glass/day; 2–3
glasses/day and 4 glasses or more per day. The question
about cheese intake was: ‘How often do you usually eat
cheese (all kinds), with the response alternatives:
seldom/never, 1–3 times/month, 1–3 times/week, 4–6
times/week, 1–2 times/day and 3 times or more per day.
To obtain a reasonable number of subjects, for soft
drinks we made three approximate intake groups: 0.1
(for never/rarely), 3.5 and 7 glasses/week, and for
cheese four groups: intake: 0.5, 2, 5 and 11 times/week.

Statistical methods
Calculation of indices used to estimate risk of MetS
First, we calculated the prevalence of subjects with com-
plete MetS, using the International Diabetes Federation
(IDF) definition,1 except for fasting glucose which was
unavailable. According to the IDF,1 complete MetS
requires: waist circumference ≥80 cm for women and
≥94 cm for men, and two of the following risk factors:
TG >1.7 mmol/l, HDL cholesterol <1.03 mmol/l for
men and <1.29 mmol/l for women, systolic blood pres-
sure >130 mm Hg, diastolic blood pressure >85 mm Hg
or fasting glucose >5.6 mmol/l. Then, we used the previ-
ously reported compound MetS risk estimates, MetSRisk
and SumRisk.2 3 In brief, MetSRisk=TG (mmol/l)+
0.01*SBP (systolic blood pressure) (mm Hg)+0.01*DBP
(diastolic blood pressure) (mm Hg)+0.01*waist (cm)+
0.05*BMI (kg/m2) divided by HDL (mmol/l). Thus,
the index is made as a sum of weighted values of vari-
ables indicating an increased risk of MetS, diabetes and
cardiovascular diseases (CVD) (ie, BMI, waist circumfer-
ence, diastolic and systolic blood pressure and TG)
divided by HDL cholesterol, which protects against
MetS. The adjustments of factors in the MetSRisk expres-
sion were weighted to give similar numeric values so as
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to prevent some of the components from dominating
the final score.
Next, we calculated the variable SumRisk so as to

provide increasing number of individual risk requirements
for MetS. Thus, if a MetS risk factor was above the
IDF-cut-off value, it was given the value 1 and 0 if not
present. We calculated SumRisk so as to identify the
presence of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 MetS requirements. Note
that the SumRisk definition does not strictly correspond
to the MetS definition, since each of the five single
requirements will contribute equally to the SumRisk
score (ie, TG, HDL cholesterol, systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure and waist circumference).
The associations were first studied using non-parametric
correlations (Spearman). For multiple comparisons,
we used one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with
Bonferroni correction.
With analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), we studied the

association between the dependent variables, MetSRisk
and SumRisk, and the frequencies of soft drink and
cheese intake, using three models: Model 1 controlling
for sex and age; Model 2=Model 1+time since the last

meal (h), made to control for an effect of the meal
upon serum TG; Model 3=Model 2+adjustments for the
frequency of intake of fatty fish (six levels), coffee
(cups/day), alcohol (eight levels), smoking (never,
current/previous), leisure time physical activity (four
levels), years at school and birthplace. Finally, we used
logistic regression to study the association between com-
plete MetS as defined above, and soft drink (cheese)
intake, controlling for the same factors as in the
ANCOVA analyses, and also adding to the list of inde-
pendents of the product of intake frequency of soft
drinks and cheese. SPSS V.18.0 was used for the statis-
tical analyses, and the significance level was p<0.05.

RESULTS
Characteristics of the study sample
Background characteristics of the study population are
given in table 1.
With increasing age group, years at school decreased,

whereas BMI, percentage of subjects reporting alcohol
intake 1–7 times/week, percentage of subjects with MetS

Table 1 Characteristics of the study sample

Men Women

Age (years) 30 40+45 59–60 30 40+45 59–60

N 1628 2345 1371 1892 2824 1434

Education* 15 14 13 16 14 12

BMI (kg/m2) 25.7 26.4 27.2 23.9 25.2 26.2

Daily smokers† 23.3 32.4 25.1 24.2 34.1 24.3

Alcohol users† 54.4 59.8 65.3 35.7 48.5 49.7

Physical activity† 29.4 32.3 31.4 27.4 30.4 32.4

Percentage with MetS‡ 14.8 26.1 36.6 6.0 16.1 29.0

MetSRisk§ 5.1 5.5 5.2 3.3 3.6 3.7

SumRisk¶ 1.8 2.2 2.6 0.7 1.2 1.9

Diabetes** 0.4 1.6 5.3 0.5 1.9 2.4

Hypertension†† 9.5 31.0 59.0 2.0 11.4 35.7

Antihypertensives‡‡ 1.2 4.3 20.4 1.0 3.9 16.9

Cholesterol lowering§§ 1.1 3.6 14.4 0.7 1.8 8.8

Coronary artery disease¶¶ 0.1 0.4 3.4 0.0 0.3 2.4

Lipid disturbances*** 46.6 52.1 50.4 24.8 31.0 36.6

Serum glucose (mmol/l) 5.1 5.4 5.8 4.9 5.2 5.4

Triglycerides (TG) (mmol/l) 1.8 2.0 1.9 1.1 1.2 1.5

Total chol (mmol/l) 5.1 5.7 6.0 4.9 5.3 6.1

HDL chol (mmol/l) 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.7

*Years at school, mean values.
†Percentages; for smoking, those reporting daily use; for alcohol, intake 1–7 times per week; for physical activity, leisure time physical activity
1–2 h/week.

‡Calculation was based upon the IDF1 definition, but fasting glucose values were not available.
§MetSRisk = (TG+0.01*SBP+0.01*DBP+0.01*waist+0.05* BMI)/HDL, in which BMI, body mass index (kg/m2); HDL, high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (mmol/l); SBP and DBP, systolic and diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg), respectively; TG, serum triglycerides (mmol/l); waist, waist
circumference in cm.
¶For women, SumRisk=1 (if TG≥1.7 mmol/l)+1
(if HDL<1.29 mmol/l)+1 (if SBP>130 mm Hg)+1 (if DBP>85 mm Hg)+1 (if waist≥ 80 cm). For men, SumRisk=1(if TG≥1.7 mmol/l)+1
(if HDL<1.03 mmol/l)+1(if SBP>130 mm Hg)+1(if DBP>85 mm Hg)+1(if waist≥ 94 cm).

**% reporting diabetes.
††% with blood pressure>130/85 mm Hg.
‡‡% using antihypertensives.
§§% using cholesterol-lowering drugs.
¶¶% with myocardial infarction or angina pectoris.
***% with lipid disturbances; that is, for men TG≥1.7 or HDL<1.03 mmol/l (men), and for women TG≥1.7 or HDL<1.29 mmol/l.
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as well as the MetSRisk index increased. As expected,
there was also an age-related increase in percentage sub-
jects with diabetes and high blood pressure and treat-
ment for these. For smoking, physical activity and the
MetSRisk index there were no consistent age-related
changes. In all age groups women had lower BMI, per-
centage alcohol users, percentage of subjects with MetS
and lower mean SumRisk and MetSRisk values as com-
pared with men. Women also had lower percentage of
subjects with diabetes and hypertension, and a lower
relative number of subjects treated for these conditions.
In the cut-off levels used by the IDF1 there was a great
proportion with lipid disturbances, especially among
men. Mean values for serum glucose and lipids were
considered within normal limits in non-fasting samples.

Bivariate correlations in the whole material
As shown in figure 1, there was an inverse relationship
between the MetSRisk index and cheese intake frequency,
observed at all three levels of soft drink intake. In subjects
with the highest level of soft drink intake (1 glass or more
per day), the influence of cheese seemed to level off. Rs
values appear in the figure text. Similar observations were

made with the SumRisk index (figure 2). A 35 (40)%
cheese-related reduction in the MetSRisk (SumRisk)
index was found when comparing subjects with soft
drink intake ≥1 glass/day and rare intake of cheese with
those reporting rare intake of soft drinks and cheese
intake ≥1–2 times/day.

Bivariate correlations in each sex and age group
The soft drink intake frequency correlated positively
with the MetSRisk index, and also with the SumRisk
index (table 2). In contrast, cheese intake correlated
negatively with SumRisk (p<0.001 in all groups) and
with SumRisk, except in young men and women.

ANCOVA Results
Controlling for sex and age group, there was a signifi-
cant association between MetSRisk (dependent variable)
and cheese (F=28.2, p<0.001), and soft drink intake
(F=61.2, p<0.001) and a significant interaction between
cheese and soft drinks (F=2.16, p=0.044). Adding length
of education, leisure time physical activity, intake of
fruit/berries, fatty fish, fruit juice, cod liver oil (used by
many Norwegians) and birthplace to the covariate list,
the negative associations prevailed: for MetSRisk versus
cheese: F=4.9, p=0.002 and for MetSRisk versus soft
drink intake: F=24.1, p<0.001). When controlling for this

Figure 1 Relationship between the intake frequency of

cheese and the MetSRisk index, as influenced by three levels

of soft drink intake. The MetSRisk index is defined in the

legend to table 1. Numbers of men with cheese intake 0.5, 2,

5 and ≥11 times/week were, in subject reporting soft drink

intake never/rarely (filled circles): 303, 768, 942 and 1627; in

subjects with soft drink intake 1–6 glasses/week (open

circles): 427, 1418, 1686, 2004; and in those with soft drink

intake ≥1 glass/day (filled triangles): 280, 691, 656 and 692.

Rs values for cheese vs MetSRisk in the three soft drink

intake groups: −0.151(p<0.001, n=3640); −0.128 (p<0.001,

n=5535); −0.083 (p<0.001, n=2319). Conversely, Rs values

for soft drink intake versus MetSRisk for the four cheese

groups are: 0.132 (p=0.001, n=1010), 0.112 (p<0.001,

n=2877), 0.129 (p<0.001, n=3284) and 0.205 (p<0.001,

n=4323), respectively. Mean values±SEM; Note broken

y-axis.

Figure 2 Relationship between the intake frequency of

cheese and the SumRisk index, as influenced by three levels

of soft drink intake. The SumRisk index is defined in the

legend to table 1. Filled circles=soft drink intake never/rarely;

open circles=soft drink intake 1–6 glasses/week; filled

triangles: soft drink intake ≥1 glass/day. Numbers in the

various groups are as in figure 1. Rs values for cheese vs

SumRisk in the three soft drink intake groups: −0.108
(p<0.001, n=3640); −0.084 (p<0.001, n=5535); −0.038
(p=0.065, n=2319). Conversely, Rs values for soft drink

intake vs SumRisk for the four cheese groups were: 0.102

(p=0.001, n=1010), 0.082 (p<0.001, n=2877), 0.084

(p<0.001, n=3284) and 0.140 (p<0.001, n=4323),

respectively. Mean values±SEM; Note broken y-axis.
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large number of covariates there was no significant inter-
action between cheese and soft drinks (F=1.5, p=0.158).
Using SumRisk index as the dependent variable, and

controlling for sex and age group, there was a significant
association with cheese intake (F=15.9, p=0.004) and soft
drink intake (F=66.4, p<0.001), but no significant inter-
action between cheese and soft drink intake (F=1.7,
p=0.122). As found with MetSRisk, when controlling for
the same factors, there was still an association between
SumRisk and cheese (F=4.4, p=0.004), and soft drink
intake (F=29.4, p<0.001), but no significant interaction
between cheese and soft drinks (F=0.8, p=0.542). We
also did a separate calculation with inclusion of diseases
(diabetes, myocardial infarction, angina pectoris and
stroke), and available data on drug treatment (lowering
of cholesterol and blood pressure) among the covariates.
The associations between soft drink (cheese) intake and
the indices remained significant (p≤0.003). Thus,
cheese and soft drinks both could influence the com-
pound indices used to assess the risk of MetS, however,
with no interaction when controlling for covariates.

Association between the intake frequency of soft drinks
or cheese and complete MetS
Using logistic regression, with complete MetS1 as the
dependent variable, we found a modest positive

association between soft drink intake and MetS in all the
three models, with OR=1.10–1.07 (p<0.01) when going
from Models 1–3, table 3). In contrast , cheese intake
was negatively associated (p<0.01) with the syndrome
(OR=0.96–0.97 in Models 1–3).

DISCUSSION
This study shows that the association between soft drink
intake and two compound risk estimates for MetS, can
be strongly and dose-dependently counteracted by
cheese intake. Conversely, the apparent healthy influ-
ence of cheese on MetS risk can be blunted when the
intake frequency of soft drinks increases. Similarly,
opposite associations were found for cheese and soft
drink intake when the dependent variable was complete
MetS. All MetS-related associations with soft drinks and
cheese prevailed when adjusting for a large number of
possible confounding variables. It may, however, be diffi-
cult to evaluate the outcome when trying to control for
a large number of factors, for example, because some of
the independent variables could be in a direct relation
from soft drink or cheese intake to the outcome.
The observed high prevalence of MetS and its age-

related increase is in accordance with earlier reports.9–11

However, we probably have underestimated true MetS

Table 2 Spearman correlation coefficients for association between the intake frequency of soft drinks (cheese) and indices

used to assess MetS risk

Men Women

Age group (years) 30 40+45 59–60 30 40+45 59–60

n 1628 2345 1371 1892 2824 1434

Soft drinks

MetSRisk 0.157* 0.137* 0.081* 0.114* 0.193* 0.121*

SumRisk 0.159* 0.136* 0.088* 0.045** 0.167* 0.127*

Cheese

MetSRisk −0.069* −0.096* −0.083* −0.091* −0.102* 0.144*

SumRisk −0.039 −0.080* −0.079* −0.016 −0.104* 0.137*

The indices MetSRisk and SumRisk are defined in the legend to table 1.
*p<0.01.
**p<0.05.

Table 3 Association between the intake frequency of soft drinks or cheese (main independent variables) and complete MetS

Logistic regression (dependent variable=complete MetS)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Main independent variable=Soft drinks

1.10 (1.08 to 1.13)* 1.08 (1.04 to 1.11)* 1.07 (1.03 to 1.11)**

Main independent variable=Cheese

0.96(0.95 to 0.97)* 0.94 (0.93 to 0.96)* 0.97 (0.94 to 0.99)**

Complete MetS is here defined as: waist circumference ≥80 cm for women and ≥94 cm for men, with either two of the following risk factors:
triglycerides ≥1.7 mmol/l, HDL cholesterol <1.03 mmol/l for men and <1.29 mmol/l for women, systolic blood pressure ≥130 mm Hg, or
diastolic blood pressure ≥85 mm Hg; fasting blood glucose values were not available. Regression Model 1=main independents, intake
frequencies of soft drinks and cheese (entered simultaneously) adjusted for sex, age; Model 2=model 1+adjustment for time since the last
meal, and inclusion of an interaction factor=intake frequency of soft drinks multiplied by that of cheese; Model 3=model 2+adjustments for the
intake frequency of fruit/berries, fruit juice, fatty fish, coffee, alcohol, smoking, leisure time physical activity and years at school.
*p≤0.001.
**p<0.01. Mean value with 95% CI in parentheses.
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prevalence in our study population since values for fasting
glucose were not available. Furthermore, it seems that the
observed presence of MetS and its components is largely
driven by hypertension (prevalence 30–50%, table 1) and
dyslipidemia (30–50%). Since the basic pathophysiology
behind MetS is insulin resistance and dysglycaemia, the
MetS in this cohort might not be representative of MetS in
the general western population, and the results may not
be generalisable.
The reason for the apparent low prevalence of dia-

betes in the Oslo Health Study could in part be related
to the fact that the study does not reflect the current
prevalence, since data collection was done several years
ago, in 2000. Furthermore, the prevalence for diabetes
in this study is based upon self-reported data, thereby
probably underestimating the true prevalence.
That soft drinks may promote and dairy products

prevent MetS is in accordance with previous findings.3 12–17

However, although the association between the frequency
of soft drink or cheese intake and MetS remained signifi-
cant after adjusting for a large number of possible con-
founding factors, we cannot exclude the possibility of
residual confounding by other dietary and lifestyle factors.
On the other hand, it is hard to appreciate how the
present results could have been caused by systematic errors
such as information and selection bias.
After a fat meal we would anticipate an increase in

serum TG concentration due to the presence of chylo-
micron TG. However, including ‘time since last food
intake’ as a confounding variable did not obliterate the
significance of the association between soft drinks/
cheese and MetS risk estimates.
The lack of quantitative data is a weakness of this

study, and there is also a possibility of reverse causation.
For example, patients with MetS may have reduced their
cola intake and thereby blunt the association between
cola intake and MetS. In addition, all variables collected
in the study, such as alcohol intake, are dependent on
patients’ recall, as they are collected from a question-
naire. Hence, there is subjectivity and potential for
recall bias in the data. This may lead to residual con-
founding when the data are adjusted in the models.
Also, adjustment for the use of antidiabetic medications
was not possible due to lack of data.

Possible explanations of the findings
We will shortly mention some possible mechanisms,
keeping in mind that cross-sectional data are not suit-
able for clarifying whether the associations are causal
ones.
Sucrose can increase serum TG concentration and

lower HDL,4 5 18 19 but also soft drinks without sugar
seemed to be associated with MetS.2

Furthermore, by stimulating adipose tissue lipolysis,
caffeine in colas could possibly increase hepatic synthesis
of TG and very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL).20

However, the soft drink versus MetS risk association

persisted after adjusting for coffee intake, making
caffeine a less likely explanatory factor.
Colas also contain phosphoric acid.21 22 We previously

observed in a rat trial that intake of colas and other acid
fluids tended to increase serum TG and lower HDL
cholesterol,23 suggesting that the phosphoric content in
colas might contribute to increasing serum TG. Also,
the fructose moiety of sucrose might increase acid
load.24 Furthermore, trans palmitoleic acid has been
associated with reduced insulin resistance and a more
favourable plasma lipoprotein profile.25

Is the antagonistic effect of soft drinks and cheese
related to desaturation of fatty acids?
Elevated serum TG is one of the MetS requirements.1 In
fasted animals the serum TG concentration is mainly
carried in VLDL from the liver.20 VLDL-TG, cholesterol
esters and phospholipids preferably contain monounsatu-
rated fatty acids.26 The rate-limiting enzyme for the syn-
thesis of these fatty acids is stearoyl-CoA desaturase
(SCD). Mice lacking SCD have reduced hepatic lipogen-
esis and lower plasma TG concentration.27 28 Thus, one
mechanism by which soft drink intake might increase
serum TG could be stimulation of desaturase activities in
the liver. Indeed, in our diet trial in rats,23 we found that
animals ingesting sucrose-cola had appreciably increased
desaturase estimates, which also correlated positively with
ingested amount of phosphoric acid, and with urinary
acid excretion. Furthermore, cheese may inhibit desatur-
ation of fatty acids, as indicated by our recent findings.17

One finding was that a cheese extract added to cultures
of human hepatoma cells caused a dose-dependent
reduction in desaturase estimates. Cheese contains conju-
gated linoleic acid (CLA)29 and a CLA isomer (t10, c12
CLA) has been shown to suppress Delta9 , Delta6 and
Delta5 desaturases in HepG2 cells.30

Thus, desaturases could be causally involved both in
the effect of cheese and in the effect of soft drinks upon
MetS. In this context it would seem of interest that
results of a population-based prospective study31 suggest
that fatty acid desaturation may be associated with car-
diovascular mortality. However, in our cross-sectional
data it is hard to control for all covariates and the
observed antagonistic cheese/soft drink relationship
concerning MetS risk could have been caused by an
as-yet unknown covariate. In addition, cross-sectional
data are not suitable for assessing causality.
In line with the positive association between MetS and

type 2 diabetes,1 and the finding that cheese intake may
be negatively associated with MetS, it was recently
reported that cheese intake may be beneficially influen-
cing the risk of diabetes.32 33 In a recent review34 it was
pointed out that the majority of observational studies
did not find an association between the intake of dairy
products and increased risk of CVD, coronary heart
disease and stroke, regardless of milk fat levels.
Furthermore, compared with butter, cheese intake
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seems to lower low-density lipoprotein (LDL) choles-
terol, which is a major CVD risk factor.
In conclusion, the present study seems to suggest that

cheese intake may blunt the promoting influence of fre-
quent soft drink intake on MetS, irrespective of the
intake level of soft drinks. Hypothetically, an effect of
both diet items upon desaturation of fatty acids could be
involved, but the apparent antagonism might also
depend on residual confounding. In addition, cross-
sectional data are not suitable for assessing causal
relationships.
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